Pepper Mill Instructions

TO FILL: Remove center finial nut. Lift off top. Pour in peppercorns. (Do not use salt crystals in your Pepper Mill!) Replace top and finial nut.

TO ADJUST GRIND: For fine grind, turn finial nut right (clockwise). For coarser grind, turn finial nut left (counterclockwise).

TO USE MILL: Turn top to the right (clockwise). Do not turn back and forth.

TO CLEAN: Wipe off with slightly dampened cloth or paper towel. Dry thoroughly. Do not immerse in water.

Combination Pepper Mill/ Salt Shaker Instructions

TO FILL: Unscrew adjusting knob and salt lid. Remove top section by lifting off the shaft. Fill bottom section ¾ full of peppercorns. Fill top section ¾ full of salt. Wipe off any excess salt and slide top section back onto the shaft. Remove label from salt lid. Replace the adjusting knob.

TO ADJUST GRIND: Turn the adjusting knob to the right (clockwise) for finer grind, and left (counterclockwise) for coarser grind.

TO OPERATE MILL: Hold the bottom section and turn the top section to the right (clockwise).

TO CLEAN MILL: Simply wipe off with dampened cloth or paper towel. Dry thoroughly. Do not immerse in water.

Electric Pepper Mill Instructions

TO LOAD: Hold the base firmly (the clear acrylic section) and turn the top counter clockwise. Lift the top off the base. Lift the motor section off the base and insert the six AA batteries that are provided. The minus mark (-) on the batteries should be inserted against the spring.

Fill with whole black pepper through the oblong hole in the top of the clear acrylic base. Replace the motor section on the base. Make sure that the oblong protrusion fits in the matching hole in the base and that the motor section sits flush on the base.

Replace the top over the motor section and lock it to the base by turning clockwise.

TO OPERATE: Just push the button on the top to activate the grinding mechanism and light.

HINTS: Occasionally a peppercorn may become jammed in the grinder. To break up the jammed peppercorn, press the top
operating button while pushing up on the center part of the grinding mechanism.

Do not leave dead batteries in the mill.

Do not mix old and new batteries. Replace all batteries at the same time.

**What is the grinder made of?**
All Olde Thompson grinding mechanisms are made of carbon steel (peppermills) or ceramic (salt mills).

**Where do we get our pepper?**
Our pepper is imported from India and Indonesia through American Spice Traders Association authorized brokers. We use only top quality Malabar and Tellichery Black Pepper.

**Can you adjust the pepper grind?**
All Olde Thompson Pepper Mills are fully adjustable from a coarse to a fine grind. (Except Electric Pepper Mills which are set on a permanent medium grind)

**Where does your salt come from?**
We purchase our salt from S & S Salt distributors, Santa Paula, California.

**Do you fill any salt shakers with kosher salt?**
At this time we do not use kosher salt in any of our shakers or salt mills.

**Do all your products come filled?**
No. All acrylic pepper mills and salt shakers come filled, however, our wood pepper mills and salt shakers do not.